Mistrial declared; charges dismissed

By Joe Wurmlinger

The faculty advisors of the Honor Council declared a mistrial as a public hearing held Thursday on charges against Wake Forest student John Meroney.

David Levy, an associate professor of mass communications, advised the advisors to dismiss the charges. "There is simply no evidence to support this aspect of the charge," Levy said.

The council officers had been cautious to provide sufficient evidence to support this aspect of the charge.

Terry McDaniel, the president of the Student Alliance, said his同学 has spent time with me and is fully aware of the facts of the case.

The council officers had been cautious to provide sufficient evidence to support this aspect of the charge.

We have been working with the council officers and the Honor Council to resolve the conflict between the council officers and the Honor Council.

Terry McDaniel, the president of the Student Alliance, said his同学 has spent time with me and is fully aware of the facts of the case.

The council officers had been cautious to provide sufficient evidence to support this aspect of the charge.
Campus burning ban lifted

The campus-wide burning ban, imposed last week, was reversed Nov. 31, because of dry conditions that have been lifted after weeks of cold and dry weather. Karl Wirth, the director of facilities.

WGU history class offered

A two-credit class titled "History of Wake Forrest," which includes unique interactions with the Baptist Church, influence on North Carolina and education, the move to Winston-Salem and the sentiment of university students, will be offered next spring. Ruth Canaday, a history professor, said the course will coincide with March 17 "treats" that will be available there, and will give the students a tapestry of thought and study in the area.

The course will include with a March 17 "treat," which will be offered once a week, and will give the students a chance to study in a more informal setting.

PGW: First date to go to class

On Thursday, seniors Karen Reid and Alison Bell and juniors Linwood and Virginia will participate in the program, which will be held in the Ring Theater about efforts to rebuild the University's security. Said Reid, the course will be held after a two-and-a-half day at law.
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Waterproofing renovation begins on Magnolia Patio

By Jan Marsh

Get Out and Pawn It

Work began Monday on the Magnolia Patio to replace the deteriorating 50-year-old waterproofing surface under the flagstone, which caused leaks and other problems in the cafeteria, and Marina White, the director of physical facilities. The work will involve two outside companies that will remove the old waterproofing surface, which will then be replaced with a new waterproofing layer. The goal is to prevent leaks and other problems in the cafeteria. The renovation project is expected to be completed by the end of the month.

MENUS

- Cranberry Jello Salad
- Mixed Green Salad
- Thanksgiving Sandwiches
- Mixed Vegetables
- Turkey with Stuffing
- Peaches Glazed Ham

T.J.'s Deli

Thanksgiving Buffet

Reynold Halls Cafeteria
Thursday, November 21, 1991
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.89

Students Government

TUESDAY, NOV. 19
8:30PM
Benson 401B

- Discussion Groups Facilitated by the SG Race Relations Committee

- Guest Speaker: Carey Casey

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

S E N I O R S

Employers interviewing on campus

The week of November 17-22

Wachovia Corporation

GE Capital (group meeting)

Anderson Consulting

Ibm/Global Technology

Deluxe Checkprinters

Federated Insurance

Mans Mutual

Radio Shack

American Express (recruiter)

Employers who will not accept resume referrals - ALL MAJORS:

Alex Brown & Son, Inc.

Avery Consulting

Booz Allen & Hamilton, Inc.

Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.

Cooper Niel & Associates

EY, Inc.

Federated Insurance

Goodwin & Company

Hewlett-Packard

IBM

JPMorgan Chase

Johnson Controls

KPMG

Lockheed

Morgan Stanley

North Carolina Bank

North Carolina Civil Liberties Union

North Carolina Psychological Association

O'Neil

PG&E

Price Waterhouse

Roe

Scott, Young & Associates

Southern National Bank

Smith

SunTrust

TIGA

Wachovia

Banking

S I TE M S

Auditing

Benson Room 401

Internship Orientation Session:

Tuesday, November 19
8:30 p.m.
Benson Room 401B

TOWN MEETING

S E N I O R S

Monday, December 1
6:00 p.m.
Benson Room 401B
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World Wide

- Magic infected with HIV
- Cheese
- TB

Inglewood - Elvis "Magic" Johnson Jr., a guard for the Los Angeles Lakers, put his career on hold due to a diagnosis of HIV last June. But he intends to make a living off the court. On Oct. 15, his retirement ends his 12-year career with the Lakers.

- Sexism
- AIDS

IPPHINGWOOD, and said his wife tested negative for the virus. He had planned to make a pilgrimage for the disease to educate young people on the importance of safe sex.

- Secessionists defy Yeltsin

GRUZNY, USSR - Geo. Drulabey Dadey, the leader of a Muslim community in Russia that is an increasing danger to Russia's security, declared the state of emergency by Russian President Boris Yeltsin. Yeltsin declared the state of emergency that is designed to prevent break-up of the federation because he felt it would jeopardize market-oriented economic reforms.

- China limits religious activity

HONG KONG — China's Communist Party has issued a directive to crack down on illegal religious activities. The directive states public safety authorities to attend all those who carry out illegal activities, such as the establishment of religious organizations. Anonymous Chinese sources said Muslims, Buddhists, Catholics and Protestants would be the main targets of the crack-down.

- A demonstration of crafts and community

TIBETANS. By organizing the demonstration, the local community doesn't have to be a part of the community. A demonstration of crafts and community activities, such as the establishment of religious organizations, would be the main targets of the crack-down.

-何もしないで

A student reported that her teacher was trying to break into her dorm room. She left her unlocked room in Kitchin House around 3 a.m. Friday. No suspects were located.

- Security

A demonstration of crafts and community activities, such as the establishment of religious organizations, would be the main targets of the crack-down.

- Security Beat

BREATH— A broken piece of glass at the front entrance of Byrdand Residence Hall was discovered at 12:30 a.m. Nov. 2. Inside, blood on the floor led officers to the main floor's rear entrance, where they found the glass believed to have broken in. The name was refined to the door of student services. Security officers discovered another broken piece of glass from the same door at 1:48 a.m. Friday. There are no suspects in that incident.

- Security officers discovered another broken piece of glass from the same door at 1:48 a.m. Friday. There are no suspects in that incident.

- Vandalism— A student reported the emergency telephone at the rear entrance to Ellis Residence Hall damaged at 9:30 a.m. Nov. 5.

- Theft— A student reported a remote disc player, accessories and computer software for Anthropology runs through Dec. 30.
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Peace
From Page 1

schemes as possible.”

Khalil, who was逐项

It was a great birthday present. I'm so appreciative to the people who voted for me.”

Owner REWARD SAT.

Mistrial From Page 1

Meroney referred to an emergency meeting of the BSA April 4. Holmes accused Dalton of physical

Mistrial From Page 1

On the day before the first mistrial was declared, Dalton and Marshall purchased Mistery of lining about the charges from Brian White, an advertising

Homecoming From Page 1

was one aspect of that charge, but he

took more land. This is what is

Homecoming From Page 1

The faculty advisers of the Judicial Council, the governing body of the student

THE MISTRESS
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Editorials

Where’s the honor?

I am greatly appreciative of the fine journalism in our Oct. 31 issue of the Old Gold and Black. This edition provided an excellent lead-in to your topic that provoked much discussion on campus. I am delighted to see you are covering the topic of honor in student life.

As a student who has spent much of my time participating in the Greek system, I believe that the concept of honor is essential to the success of our community. Honor is not just about following rules, but about being accountable for one’s actions and being truthful in all situations.

However, I am concerned about the way in which honor is often perceived in our society. Too often, honor is simply seen as a way to avoid blame and responsibility. This is a dangerous approach, as it can lead to a culture of silence and avoidance, rather than a culture of honesty and integrity.

I believe that the university should do more to promote the concept of honor among its students. This can be done through education, coursework, and rewards for students who demonstrate honor in their daily lives.

In conclusion, I urge the university to continue to explore the topic of honor in student life. I believe that this is a crucial issue that deserves the attention of all members of our community.

Sincerely,
[Student’s Name]
Casting stones: what gives people right to condemn others?

Duke by threatening to burn

M Y religion is a simple one. I do not believe in God, nor do I pray, nor do I fast, nor do I fast, nor do I drink, nor do I smoke, nor do I believe in anything that you would classify as religion. I do not believe in the existence of a higher power, nor do I believe in the concept of an afterlife. I am simply a human being who lives in this world and seeks to make the best of it.

The religious beliefs of others do not affect me, nor do I care what others believe. I simply live my life according to my own beliefs and values, and I respect the beliefs and values of others.

It is not my place to judge others for their beliefs, nor is it my place to condemn them for their actions. I believe that we should all be free to think and act as we choose, without fear of judgment or condemnation from others.

There are many people who believe in a higher power and seek to live their lives according to religious principles. I respect their beliefs, but I do not believe that I have a right to judge them or condemn them for their beliefs.

The idea that we should be able to judge others for their beliefs is a dangerous one. It can lead to intolerance, discrimination, and even violence. If we are to live in a world where everyone is free to think and act as they choose, we must all be willing to respect the beliefs and values of others, regardless of whether we agree with them or not.

I am not a religious person, but I believe that we should all be able to coexist peacefully in this world, regardless of our beliefs. We should all strive to understand and respect one another, even if we do not agree with their beliefs or values. Only then can we truly live in a world of peace and harmony.

Letter to the Editor

Casting stones: what gives people right to condemn others?

Jeff Falkner

Casting stones: what gives people right to condemn others?

Jeff Falkner
All the children of the world: the forum notes: play by play action relations at wake forest

Members of the race relations panel discuss problems at Wake Forest campus in Lower Lounge on Thursday night, November 1, 1979.

Peter Paschke

The television show called “Good Times” is an interesting case in the history of black struggle in this country. The among vocal characters who inhabit this show make a vivid picture of blacks positive as opposed to being stereotyped in media. The show also serves a great example of black culture and values, especially as regards to education, politics, and social issues.

Jeff Chapman

The integration of blacks into the fashionable world of music, particularly in the realm of jazz, is an example of their success in overcoming racial barriers. The music of great talents such as Miles Davis and John Coltrane has not only entertained but also educated the public about the beauty and richness of black culture.

Joyce Sternberg

The percentages of minority groups at Wake Forest as of October 1, 1979, are 12% black, 0.4% Hispanic, 3% Asian American, and 0.4% Native American. Information provided by the office of public affairs.

Cherry Chevay

The issue of affirmative action is a complicated one. While it is important to ensure equal opportunities for all, it is also important to consider the impact of affirmative action on the black community. Many argue that affirmative action only hurts minorities because it causes students to be admitted based on their race rather than their abilities. However, others believe that affirmative action is necessary to promote diversity and prevent discrimination.

Joyce Sternberg

The all-black fraternity Derby cans is a form of resistance against institutionalized racism. This fraternity provides a space for black students to come together and express their identity without fear of discrimination.

Paul Paschke

The problem of racism is complex and multifaceted. It is not simply a matter of individual attitudes, but a systemic issue that affects all aspects of society. It is important to continue the dialogue and work towards creating a more just and equitable world for all.

Anita Miller
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One-man show provides effective portrayal of civil rights activist

By CHRISTINA REY
Gettus
Visitus

Frederick Douglass, a one-man show starring Roger Smith (as "Frederick Douglass"), is an intelligent and modern portrayal of the great orator and his times.

The show incorporates the editorials, letters, and political cartoons of Douglass, as well as excerpts from his speeches, letters, and diaries. It presents the ideas that he put forward, and in doing so, it helps us understand his message.

The most remarkable aspect of this show is its ability to engage both the mind and the heart. It shows us why this man was so important, and it makes us feel as if we are part of the movement.

One of the key moments in the show is when we see the editorials of the day. These editorials are written in a style that is both accessible and thought-provoking. They make us think about the issues of the day, and they challenge us to take action.

We also see scenes from the movie "Do The Right Thing," which is a powerful depiction of the civil rights movement. The show incorporates scenes from the movie, and it makes us feel as if we are part of the movement.

The show is a great reminder of why Douglass is so important. He was a great orator, and his ideas are still relevant today. The show is a great way to learn about the civil rights movement, and it is a great way to learn about the man who led it.

Aggressive video art provides stimulation

By SARA HAMILTON
Gettus
Visitus

A dog on a table licks milk out of a glass while the Lake Placid Olympic Flame burns as a symbol of the Olympic spirit. A man in a purple shirt is seen on a television screen holding a purple frisbee. He is part of a purple team.

Ken Kelly, the director of the National Theater, noted that the show "focuses on the way the mind works. It is about how we think and feel about things."

Video art is an important part of the show. It is used to provide a visual component to the text. It is used to provide a sense of movement and energy. It is a great way to engage the audience.

At one point, the video art shows a dog playing with a frisbee. The dog is seen running with the frisbee, and the frisbee is seen flying through the air. The video art is a great way to engage the audience.
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Overlooked portrait artist gets recognition

By Rebecca Zuma
The Opera House, Raleigh

Ten to 15 years ago there was nothing more memorable about a book about Horace Johnson. Her name was unknown and her contributions to the world of art unacknowledged. Now for the first time, a biography of the 18th century portrait artist has been assembled and is on display at the Museum of North Carolina History. The exhibit, held by Graces on loan from private collectors, Horace Ford Johnson's original oil portraits. Only about 30 portraits are documented to exist. So this effort makes an important step in the unearthing of information about this little-known artist.

Born in France around 1784, Johnson moved to Ireland and then settled in New York. Nothing much is known about her early years in France. In fact, what is known concerns mainly from letters and documents she left behind. It is believed that Johnson was a talented artist and that she was a member of the Royal Academy of Art in London. Her portrait of Sir Christopher Wren is considered one of her finest works. It is said to have been painted in 1715 and is now in the collection of the British Museum. Johnson's name is also known to have appeared in the records of the Royal Academy of Art, but it is unclear whether she was a member or not. Some sources suggest that she may have left England for good around 1717. Whatever the case, Johnson's career as a portrait artist was cut short by circumstances. It is believed that she died in 1720, leaving behind a legacy of artistic excellence that continues to inspire and intrigue art historians to this day.
Interested in a Career as a Paralegal? Legal Assistants Program

- A certificate program open to qualified women and men with degrees
- Approved by the American Bar Association
- Intensive summer schedule May-August, or part-time evening schedule September-August

Our placement services for graduates is without fee to employer or graduate.


For more information, contact: Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Wright, Assistant to the President, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC 27106. (919) 899-1100.

OLDTOWN NEWS
3333 Reynolds Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
(919) 924-0640
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 1-6 p.m.
Stop by for your favorite magazines, books, cards, tobacco, balloons, and specialty gift items.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LUNYK!

We Didn’t Forget You.

Luny, P.E.P.

AT THE DEACON SHOP

SWEATER SALE

Made of 100% Cotton
Beautiful Colors, Styles & Designs
Tremendous Values

The University Store on campus, are owned and operated by
The University for the convenience of faculty, staff, and students.

If You Want To Go To Just Any Old Grad School, You Can Study Just Any Old Way

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chance

We offer prep courses for the PSAT, SAT, ACT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT tests at over 150 locations worldwide. Call Days, Evenings, and Weekends 759-9987

Lamberti’s
Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
(919) 723-6791

Lamberti’s
THURSDAY, NOV. 14th...

A NATURAL APPROACH TO BEAUTIFUL HAIR
Refreshingly, Rejuvenating. In sync with nature. In tune with the environment.
Responsive hair care in harmony with your world. Available for both, the most beautiful hair of your life.

Lamberti’s
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Happy Birthday Lunyk

We didn’t forget you.

P.E.P.
Every six minutes a woman is raped in the United States. One in three women will be raped in their lifetime. Less than 10 percent of the rapes that occur in the United States are reported. Less than 2 percent of the rapes that are reported are false reports. Less than 5 percent of rapists go to jail. One in six women at Wake Forest will be raped before they graduate.

Counselor says rape victims need support from family friends.

The soccer team will be on the South in the second half of the season. They will play against the University of Maryland at 2 p.m. on Saturday. The game will be held at Wake Forest University's Griffith Stadium.


 niektórych zrozumieć, że protest przeciwko przemocy seksualnej nie jest tylko jednym z wielu działan godnych uwagi. Może być jedynym, który ma istotny wpływ na przyszłość wiedzy na ten temat.

PLAKI: More than statistics

A true story of sexual assault at Wake Forest

By Marla Nelson
One Wake Forest Student

Kim is a Wake Forest student who was assaulted by an acquaintance. She came forward with her story in hope that it will encourage other victims to speak and to pursue their attackers if they desire. Chris, the assailant, could not be reached for comment. All names have been changed.

Kim said Chris was sitting with one of Kim's roommates when he was raped. Kim was asleep in her room at the time. Chris then talked to Kim's roommate and begged him to stop. Chris then came to Kim's room and begged her to stop. Chris then left the room where the assault took place.

Kim was not asleep when Chris went into the room. She was not in her room when the assault occurred.

Kim visited her room and saw that all her belongings were gone. She went to see her roommate and he told her that Chris had taken everything. Kim asked him what he did if she didn't agree. Kim asked him if he had found her. Chris told her that he had found her. Kim told him to leave her alone. Kim told him to leave her alone. Kim told him to leave her alone. Kim told him to leave her alone.

The next day, Kim went to the police and reported the assault. Kim said that she did not want to press charges against Chris. Kim said that she did not want to press charges against Chris. Kim said that she did not want to press charges against Chris. Kim said that she did not want to press charges against Chris. Kim said that she did not want to press charges against Chris.

Most of her friends disagreed with Kim. Many college students have trouble discussing their assailants with friends. They fear that their friends will not believe them or will not do anything to help. Many college students have trouble discussing their assailants with friends. They fear that their friends will not believe them or will not do anything to help.

The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991.

The goal of the trial was to find out what happened on the night of the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault.

The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991.

The goal of the trial was to find out what happened on the night of the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault. Chris was arrested and charged with the assault.

The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991. The trial was set to begin in 1991.
Three basketball players to miss action due to academic suspensions

The Wake Forest basketball team is facing a suspension of three players due to academic issues. According to sources, the three players have violated the university's academic standards, resulting in their ineligibility for upcoming games. The university has stated that the players are working with academic advisors to address the issues and they may be eligible for reinstatement once the academic requirements are met.

The suspensions come as the team prepares for a challenging season with high expectations. The Demon Deacons are considered as one of the top teams in the ACC, and their absence will definitely impact their performance in the upcoming games.

Head Coach莴-head coach said, "We are disappointed to learn of this situation, and we are working with the students to help them understand the importance of academic success. We value their contributions to the team, and we hope they can return soon to help us achieve our goals."
West maintains positive attitude through tough football season

Virginia stays hot, rolls past Wolpack

NCAA soccer championship bracket

Virginia holds on for 3-2 win over Wake Forest

Hoops returns: some great moments from 1990-91

Men's tennis team plays in Rolex regional meet

Field Hockey team falls 0-0 to Virginia in ACC match